ThinkVision M14d Mobile Monitor

Stunning visual performance on the go.

The light and portable mobile monitor for those going places.

Today’s professionals want to make the most of their time - whether you are traveling, waiting at airport lounges, meeting clients in hotel lobbies, making presentations, or closing a big deal, you live life on the go. And ThinkVision M14d Mobile Monitor is a brilliant solution to your long-felt need. With the ThinkVision M14d Mobile Monitor, you actually have a fully functional and practical second screen that hooks up to your notebook easily. The ThinkVision M14d Mobile Monitor, with its super-slim and light form factor, is designed to make even complicated data work easy, on the go. Its 14-inch screen, 16:10 aspect ratio (compared with traditional 16:9 aspect ratio, 14-inch screen is adding the 5.64% active area), 188 PPI (an increase in 19.9% pixels than FHD screen), 2240 x 1400 resolution screen with 100% sRGB ensures rich, clear imagery and true-to-life colors. This mobile monitor comes with two Type-C ports for quick upstream and downstream connectivity, allowing you to connect your notebook effortlessly. In addition, the Type-C ports have the ‘power pass-through’ feature that allows you to power the monitor and charges your notebook simultaneously. The mobile monitor also has the Natural Low Blue Light technology which reduces the harmful blue light to make viewing a comfortable and stress-free experience without color distortion. ThinkVision M14d – the slim and smart monitor that makes you more productive, even when you are on the move.

FEATURES OF THINKVISION M14d MOBILE MONITOR

* Actual weight may vary due to components, manufacturing process and options.
**ThinkVision M14d Mobile Monitor**

### DISPLAY
- **Panel Size**: 14-inch
- **Panel Type**: In-Plane Switching
- **Active Area**: 301.52 mm x 188.45 mm
- **Backlight**: WLED
- **Aspect Ratio**: 16:10
- **Resolution**: 2240 x 1400
- **Pixel Pitch**: 0.135 mm x 0.135 mm
- **Viewing Angle (H x V @ CR 10:1)**: 178° / 178°
- **Response Time**: 6ms (Normal Mode)
- **Refresh Rate**: 60 Hz
- **Brightness (Typical)**: 300 cd/m²
- **Dynamic Contrast Ratio (Typical)**: 1500:1
- **Color Gamut**: 100% sRGB
- **Color Support (Typical)**: 16.7 Million
- **Color Depth**: 8-bit
- **Anti-Glare**: Yes

### CONNECTIVITY
- **Video Signal**: 2 x USB Type-C (DP1.2 Alt Mode)
- **Audio Signal**: 1 x Audio Out (by USB Type-C)
- **USB Hub**: Yes
- **USB Upstream**: 1 x USB 2.0 (by USB Type-C)
- **USB Downstream**: 1 x USB 2.0 (by USB Type-C)

### SPECIAL FEATURES
- **Software**: Lenovo ThinkColour (Lenovo Display Control Center)
- **Natural Low Blue Light**: Yes

### POWER
- **Power Consumption Sleep/Off Mode**: < 0.5W
- **Power Consumption Switch-Off Mode**: < 0.3W
- **Power Supply**: External
- **USB Type-C Power Delivery (W)**: Up to 65W

### MECHANICAL
- **Tilt Angle (Front / Back)**: 0° / 90°
- **Lift Range**: 11 mm
- **Mount Capability**: Yes (two screw-holes, 100 mm)
- **Bezel Color**: Raven Black

### DIMENSION
- **Weight Unpacked (kg / lb)**: 0.6 kg / 1.3 lbs.

### WHAT’S IN THE BOX
- 1 x M14d Monitor
- 1 x Pair of Clips
- 1 x Sleeve
- 1 x USB Type-C to Type-C Cable (1.0 m)
- Quick Setup Guide

### CERTIFICATION
- **ENERGY STAR Rating**: 8.0
- **RoHS (EU 2002/95/EC)**: Yes
- **Windows Certification**: Windows 10, Windows 11
- **Image Quality Capability**: ISO 9241-307

---

1. This software can only be used with Windows 10.
2. Listed as maximum capacity of power delivery. Actual capacity of power delivery may vary depending upon devices connected or monitor configuration, and may decline with downstream USB ports connected or higher brightness setting.
3. Actual weight may vary due to components, manufacturing process and options.
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